ABSTRACT Emergency plans can be regarded as the effective guidance of hazard emergency responses, and they include the textual descriptions of emergency response processes in terms of natural language. In this paper, we propose an approach to automatically extract emergency response process models from Chinese emergency plans. First, the emergency plan is represented as a text tree according to its layout markups and sentence-sequential relations. Then, process model elements, including four-level response condition formulas, executive roles, response tasks, and flow relations, are identified by rule-based approaches. Finally, an emergency response process tree is generated from both the text tree and extracted process model elements, and is transformed to an emergency response process that is modeled as business process modeling notation. Extensive experiments on real-world emergency plans demonstrate that the proposed approach is capable of extracting emergency response process models that are highly consistent with both the manually extracted models and the textual plans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emergency response is a complex process involving collaboration and interaction of multiple departments [1] . In general, it is comprised of four level emergency responses namely I-response, II-response, III-response and IV-response. Each sub-process includes response conditions, executive roles/departments, response tasks and task relations. In order to describe this complex process, emergency response process models are introduced. The keys to model emergency response processes are the representations of response conditions, executive departments, response tasks and task relations. BPMN has become one of the most widely used business process modeling languages [2] , [3] . Similarly as business process modeling, an emergency response process model requires not only formal but also graphical representations. The formal representation is rigorous and it is used to validate and analyze process models, while the graphical representation is intuitive and easily understandable [4] . Emergency response process models were often represented as Petri nets and its variants to detect resource conflicts and optimize executive time [1] , [5] - [7] . Moreover, much work about cross-organization emergency response process modeling has been done in recent years [8] - [12] .
Generally, an emergency response process model is manually created by emergency domain experts with rich experience. Designing high-quality emergency response process models is a great challenge that needs not only domain knowledge but also process modeling techniques. However, emergency plans are used as effective instructions of hazard emergency response, and they include textual descriptions of how to handle emergencies in natural language space [13] , [14] . An emergency plan typically contains four subsections which are corresponded to four response sub-processes (i.e., I-response, II-response, III-response and IV-response). The corresponding relation between emergency plan and response process model is showed in fig. 1 . In each subsection of the emergency response section (such as ''x.3 Third level emergency response'' in fig. 1 ), the starting condition part describes response conditions, and the starting procedure and emergency response measurement parts describe which role/department is responsible for which task. Therefore, emergency response process models can be extracted from emergency plans. Process model extraction aims to derive emergency response process from natural language text. VOLUME 6, 2018 Thus, text labels describing model elements play important roles for the extracted emergency response process models [15] , [16] .
Textual descriptions and process models are two different types of process representation forms. Textual descriptions are intuitive and easily understandable by response process practitioners, while process models are rigorous and used to analyze and validate emergency response processes. The extraction of process models from textual descriptions has drawn much attention in recent years. In general, there are two ways to extract process models from natural language text: 1) Rule-based approach. In the rule-based approach, there are two key steps: a) using natural language processing tools to obtain tokens, part-of-speech, syntax tree, dependency relations, semantic role labeling of textual descriptions. b) creating extraction templates based on the natural language processing results. This approach is heavily dependent on natural language processing tools. In addition, it is very difficult to design an appropriate template that covers a variety of sentence patterns. Hence, the rule-based approach is fit for the extraction of process textual descriptions with restricted sentence structures and fixed sentence patterns. Task models were elicited mainly from written task narratives based on context cues expressing task sequence [17] . A combination of template-based extraction and natural language processing tools were used to identify activities, roles, and precedence relations of activities from a wide variety of resources [18] . According to syntactic parsing tree and typed dependencies of Stanford Parser, a rule-based method was proposed to extract BPMN process models from English natural language text [19] . Natural language parsing was employed to partition sentences into related segments and then a set of finite-state grammars was applied to extract procedural elements from readable instructions [20] . The natural language processing software SUNDANCE was used to perform the steps of extracting workflow model elements [21] . Moreover, focused on control-flow extraction, two approaches, i.e. text-analysis approach and structural analysis approach, were developed [22] . The text-analysis approach employed frequent keywords and text-patterns, and the structural analysis approach used layout markups of source documents. Human behavior models were learned from textual instructions, and actions and their causal relations were identified based on the part of speech and dependencies [23] .
2) Statistical learning-based approach. In statistical learning-based approach, the extraction of process model elements was regarded as a sequence labeling problem. It needs to train a probabilistic model based on labeled training data. If an adequate amount of training data is available, this approach has advantages in accuracy and efficiency. Text mining was applied to discover process-related policies from business policies and the identification of process components was regarded as a sequence labeling problem [24] . Six types of event-event relations were defined for biological processes and a joint model was presented to extract these relations from the textbook ''Biology'' [25] . Diverse cooking processes were mined from recipes [26] . A pre-trained conditional random field (CRF) was used to tag relevant tokens with cooking actions and ingredients, and then a tree representation was generated by lining cooking verbs in the order they appear in the recipe text. In addition, the associated ingredients to each cooking verb are attached as child nodes.
Traditional textual descriptions of business processes describe branch structure with conjunction [17] - [20] . Differently, fewer conjunctions can be found in emergency plans, and each sentence of them describes the response tasks of a department. Existing approaches for extracting emergency response process models from Chinese plans have the following challenges:
• There exists a lot of noise in Chinese word segmentation which is regarded as a fundamental problem to deal with the extraction of process models from natural language text. Not only the core word of model elements but also its modifier words need to be identified.
• Emergency plans have their own features such as fewer conjunctions to describe the process branch structure and the absence of sentence subject that is used to infer executive roles/departments.
• The performance of Chinese language processing tool is much lower than that of English, which limits the performance of extracting emergency response process models from Chinese plans. In this paper, we propose an approach to automatically extract emergency response process models from Chinese plans. This approach mainly deals with the transformation from the Chinese natural language text to process models. BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) is extended to model emergency response processes, and four-level responses conditions are formalized and added to the process model. As far as we know, there is no available labeled data in emergency domains. Moreover, most sentences of emergency plans have complete structures and fixed patterns. Hence, the rule-based approach is applied to identify model elements. Not only keywords but also text layouts of emergency plans are used to jointly identify branch structures of emergency response process models. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct experiments from the following aspects: 1) Quality of extracted model elements. The precision and recall of the model elements extraction are introduced. 2) Quality of extracted models. The quality of automatically extracted models are compared with manually extracted models and the results show that the extracted models are understandable. 3) Consistency between automatically and manually extracted models. It is illustrated that the automatically extracted models are very close to the manually extracted models. 4) Consistency between automatically extracted models and original emergency plans. The experimental results show that the extracted models are very consistent with the original emergency plans.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents formal definition. Section III gives the details of the proposed approach to extract emergency response process models from plan text. Section IV evaluates the proposed approach and section V gives some conclusions and discussions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Given an emergency response process, response conditions determine which one of the four response sub-processes is executed. The details of emergency response condition formulas are as follows. 
• Let ⊕ ∈ {∧, ∨}, where ∧ denotes conjunctive relations and ∨ denotes disjunctive relations.
• Let x = (factorID, factorName, factorUnit), where factorID is the factor ID, factorName is factor name and factorU nit is a unit of boundary values.
• The factor component C ki ≤ x i < C • The matrix C satisfies C 4i < C 3i < C 2i < C 1i < C 0i . Table 1 gives an example of emergency response condition formulas for provincial natural disaster. Table 2 shows its factor names and units. Given i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, ⊕ 1 , ⊕ 2 , 
Definition 2 (BPMN emergency response process model):
A BPMN emergency response process model is a tuple P = (A, E, G, F, R, P, L, ρ, ε, π, λ, γ ) .
• A is a finite non-empty set of activities, indicating emergency response tasks.
• E is a finite set of events. • G is a finite set of gateways.
• Let N = A ∪ E ∪ G, indicating all nodes of the BPMN emergency response process model.
is a set of sequence flows. Each f ∈ F denotes a directed edge between two nodes.
• R is a finite set of roles, indicating executive roles of emergency response tasks.
• P is a finite set of pools, indicating executive departments of emergency response tasks. • L is a set of text labels.
• ρ : A → R is a function specifying the assignment of a role to an activity. Hence, each emergency response task has exactly an executive role.
• ε : A → {I , II , III , IV } is a function specifying the assignment of a response level to a response task.
• π : R → P is a function specifying the assignment of a role to a pool. Hence, every executive role of emergency response task belongs to a specific department.
• λ : U → L is a function specifying the assignment of a unit to a text label.
• γ : 
III. EXTRACTION APPROACH
This section introduces the approach to extract BPMN emergency response process models from emergency plans. First, an overview of the framework and its components are given. Then, the details of each component are introduced respectively.
A. FRAMEWORK
The framework of process model extraction from emergency plans is illustrated in fig. 2 . The key of the proposed approach is to analyze text layouts and content of the emergency plans to obtain model elements and structure information. In particular, the proposed approach comprises three components.
• Text structuring. An emergency plan is expressed as a text tree based on text layouts including section titles and sequential relations of sentences.
• Model elements extraction. There are four types of model elements, namely four-level response condition formulas, executive roles, response tasks and flow relations, to be identified and extracted from the emergency plan text tree. This component is the core of the extraction approach.
• Process model generation. Firstly, an intermediate structure named emergency response process tree is generated based on the text tree and extracted model elements. Then, the process tree is transformed a BPMN emergency response process model.
B. EMERGENCY PLAN TEXT STRUCTURING
The goal of this component is to extract process structure information from text layouts of emergency plans. The plan text is organized by multi-level headings. For example, as in Fig.1 (left), the section of emergency response is consisted of four sub-sections. In general, a heading is consisted of its next-level headings and the last heading is composed of paragraphs. In addition, a paragraph comprises several long sentences and short sentences. A long sentence can be split into several short sentences. The details of plan text layouts are as follows.
• A short Sentences is an independent sentence or clause that contains only one subject-predicate structure. Each subject-predicate structure only consists of words or phrases.
• A long Sentences consists of multiple subordinate clauses. In Chinese emergency plans, a long sentences is split into multiple short sentences by commas.
• A paragraph consists of several long sentences and short sentences. In general, the first line of each paragraph in Chinese emergency plans is double-indented.
• Headings are the markups of text layouts and nth heading denotes the nth level heading. The bottom heading is the subdivision of the adjacent upper heading.
Definition 3 (Text Tree): Let
= {text, nth heading, paragraph, long sentence, shortsentence} be the set of node types and ∝ be a inclusion operator.
• If n = 1, then the text tree P has only a short sentence also called root.
• If n > 1, the text trees P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n and ∀node ∈ {text, nth heading, paragraph, long sentence}, then P = node ∝ (P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n ) is a text tree. Inclusion operator indicates that the parent node includes children nodes. The children nodes of the same father node are sequential relations based on text reading order. The text tree is appropriate for the texts with explicit layout markups. The text tree of emergency response is showed in fig. 3 , where 1) the first heading (such as the section x) is a root; 2) second headings (such as the section x.1, x.2, x.3 and x.4) are in the second layer; 3) third headings (such as section x.1.1, x.1.2, and x.1.3) are in the third layer; 4) paragraphs (such as paragraph 1 with only one long sentence) are in the fourth layer; 5) short sentences also called leaves are in the last layer.
C. MODEL ELEMENTS EXTRACTION
As mentioned above, there are four-level response condition formulas, executive roles, response tasks and flow relations need to be extracted.
1) FOUR-LEVEL RESPONSE CONDITION FORMULA EXTRACTION
There are two steps to obtain four-level response condition formulas: identifying and extracting raw factor components and generating emergency response condition formulas.
The value range of a influence factor extracted from a short sentence is named a raw factor component. In order to identify and extract raw factor components, firstly, a short sentences is segmented into tokens each of which is attached with a part-of-speech tag. Then, Algorithm 1 gives the extraction process of raw factor components. The default values of the left and the right boundaries are zero and infinity, respectively (line 1). The position of the boundary value is determined by the cardinal number (CD) (line 3). The token sequence in front of the CD is factor name (line 4). The token behind the CD is the unit of boundary value. The left boundary is indicated by the keyword of ''more than'' (line 5-7) and the right boundary is indicated by the keyword of ''less than'' (line 8-10). Fig. 4 shows an example of starting conditions of third level emergency response from natural disaster plans. Taking the third sentence as an example, the boundary values are ''5,000'' and ''2,000'' because their part-of-speech are ''CD''. The factor name is ''The number of collapsed and damaged houses'' and the units of boundary value are ''rooms'' and '' households''. The keyword of ''more than'' determines that this short sentence describes the left boundary.
The emergency response condition formulas appear in the parts of starting conditions which include several paragraphs with only one long sentence. The relations among these
Algorithm 2 To Generate First Level Emergency Response Condition Formulas
Input: A list of raw factor components (FL,
marker ← disjunction; 11 Else If ''and" ∈ F i .name then 12 f 1 .name, f 2 .name ← F i .name.split(''and" ); 13 marker ← conjunctive;
paragraphs are disjunction and each paragraph includes one or two factor components. If the paragraph has two factor components, their relation needs to be identified. There are two cases: a) two factor names and one pair of value range; b) one factor names and two pairs of value range. Sometimes, in a paragraph, a factor component appears in two short sentences. In this case, the two short sentences are combined into a complete factor component.
Algorithm 2 gives the generation of first level emergency response condition formulas. If a paragraph has only one factor component, the factor component appears in its short sentence (line 1-3). If a paragraph has two factor names, the factor name is decomposed by the keywords of ''and'' and ''or'' (line [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Disjunctive relations are indicated by the keywords ''or'' and conjunctive relations are indicated by ''and''. If a paragraph has two pairs of value range, the left boundary values and units need to be decomposed (line [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In the first level emergency response condition formulas, the right boundary value is infinity. Algorithm 3 introduces the generation of the second/third/fourth level emergency response condition formulas. If a paragraph has only one factor component and the factor component appears in one short sentence, the extracted raw factor components of Algorithm 1 are complete (line 1, 2). If a paragraph has only one factor component and the factor component appears in two short sentences, a complete factor component is combined (line 3-8 example, in the first paragraph of fig. 4 , the two short sentences describe the left boundary and the right boundary of the factor component related to ''number of deaths'', respectively. If a paragraph has two factor names, the factor name is decomposed by the keywords of ''and" and ''or'' (line [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Disjunctive relations are indicated by the keywords ''or'' and conjunctive relation are indicated by ''and''. For instance, the second paragraph of fig. 4 describe two factor components including ''number of people requiring transfer and resettlement'' and ''number of people requiring urgent life aid''. If a paragraph has two pairs of value range, the left and right boundaries need to be recombined (line [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . For example, in the third paragraph of fig. 4 , the factor component related to ''number of collapsed and damaged houses'' includes two pairs of value range which correspond to the units of boundary value ''rooms'' and ''households'' respectively.
2) EXECUTIVE ROLE EXTRACTION

Stanford
Parser tool is used to analyze the grammatical relations and phrase structures of emergency plans. The typed dependencies of Stanford Parser are binary relations: a grammatical relation holds between a governor and a dependent, written as ''relation (governor, dependent)'' [27] . Table 3 gives the typed dependencies of Stanford Parser used in the extraction approach. The Penn Chinese Treebank describes phrase structures of Chinese sentences [28] . Stanford Parser tool also provides the phrase structures of Chinese sentences such as noun phrase (NP) and verb phrase (VP) using Penn Chinese Treebank. The extraction rules are formulated based on typed dependencies and Penn Tree.
Algorithm 4 introduces the extraction process of executive roles for each short sentence. In the view of grammatical analysis, an executive role is consistent with the subject of the short sentence. Therefore, a core word of the executive role is identified by the dependency relation of ''nsubj'' (line 1-4) and its modifiers are appended to the front of the core word by the dependency relations of ''amod'', ''attr'' and ''compound:nn'' (as the function of compExeRole ). Sometimes there are multiple executive roles identified by the dependency relation of ''conj'' (line 5-9). The list rERL and eRL are used to store the core word and complete word sequence of the executive role. If the subject of the short sentence is missing, the executive role is same as the previous sibling node of the same parent node in the plan text tree. For the sentence ''The Provincial Department of Civil Affairs and the Provincial Department of Finance timely allocate central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' as an example, the executive roles are ''the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs'' and ''the Provincial Department of Finance''.
3) RESPONSE TASK EXTRACTION
Algorithm 5 introduces the extraction process of response tasks for each short sentence. A response task is consistent with a verb-object phrase. Hence, a core word of the response task is identified by the dependency relation of ''root'' (line 1-3) and multiple tasks are identified by the dependency relation of ''conj'' (line 4-7). A complete response task is identified by the smallest verb-object phrase of Penn Tree that contains the core word (as the function of findMinVP ). For the sentence ''The office of the provincial disaster reduction committee publishes the loss of natural disasters based on the relevant regulations'' as an example, the response task is ''publishes the loss of natural disasters''.
4) FLOW RELATION EXTRACTION
There are five types of flow relations namely sequential, exclusive, skipped, synchrony and parallel to be identified. Here are two cases for flow relations: the relation among multiple executive roles in one short sentence and the relation among multiple short sentences.
In short sentences, there are a variety of keywords among multiple executive roles such as ''and'', ''or'', ''in company with''. Based on the keywords and the dependency relations of ''conj'' and ''cc'', we can identify whether the relation is exclusive or synchronous. Algorithm 6 shows the steps to identify the relation among multiple executive roles for each short sentence. The relation marker is set as ''exclusive'' if the keyword is ''or'', and ''synchronous'' otherwise. For the sentence ''The Provincial Department of Civil Affairs and the Provincial Department of Finance timely allocate central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' as an example, the keyword ''and'' indicates that the two executive roles ''the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs'' and ''the Provincial VOLUME 6, 2018 
sMarker ← ''exclusive"; 11 Return sMarker; Department of Civil Affairs'' should perform the response task ''allocate central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' simultaneously in the emergency response process.
Algorithm 7 gives the steps to identify the relation among multiple short sentences. The dependency relations of ''adcl:loc'' and ''advmod'', in combination with keywords such as ''in the meantime'', ''if necessary'' and ''or'', are used to identify parallel, skipped or exclusive relations. If the dependency relation is ''advcl:loc'' and the keyword is ''if necessary'', the relation marker is ''skipped''. If the dependency relation is ''advmod'' and the keyword is ''in the meantime'', the relation marker is ''parallel''. If the dependency relation is ''nmod'' and the keyword is ''or'', the relation marker is ''exclusive''. For the sentence ''If necessary, the Provincial Disaster Reduction Commission sets up a field command'' as an example, the key word ''if necessary'' indicates that the relation marker is ''exclusive''. In other words, the response task can be skipped in the emergency response process.
D. BPMN EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCESS MODEL GENERATION
After extracting model elements and plan text tree, process tree, as an intermediate structure, is constructed and further used to generate BPMN emergency response process models.
Algorithm 8 To Generate a Process Tree
Input: A text tree (tT 
1) PROCESS TREE GENERATION
Process tree is a notation to represent process block-structures [29] . In process trees, inner nodes are operators including sequential composition (→), exclusive choice (×) and parallel composition (∧) and the leaves are activities. In the view of hierarchical structures and sequential relations of activities, the process tree is consistent with the plan text tree. Hence, it is intuitive and necessary to use the process tree as an intermediate structure to generate BPMN emergency response process models.
Algorithm 8 gives the generation process of the emergency response process tree. It requires the text tree with extracted model elements as inputs and returns a process tree. The exclusive choice among the four response process sub-trees is written as ×(I-subtree,II-subtree,III-subtree, IV-subtree) (line 1). The four response condition formulas are added to the four sub-trees (line 2,3). A inclusion relation of the plan text tree is mapped to a sequential composition of the process tree (line 4,5). The leaves of the text tree without flow relations are straightway transformed into the activity nodes of the process tree (line 6-9). Short sentences including flow relations are expressed as the branch structures of the process tree. For relations among multiple short sentences, the extracted exclusive relation is written as the exclusive operator and the extracted parallel relation is written as the parallel composition (line [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The extracted skipped relation is written as the exclusive operator and an empty task ''τ '' is added. For the short sentence ''If necessary, the Provincial Disaster Reduction Commission sets up a field command'' as an example, the extracted relation marker ''skipped'' among multiple short sentences indicates that the two activity nodes ''The Provincial Disaster Reduction Commission sets up a field command'' and ''τ '' are exclusive relation written as ''×'' operator in the process tree. For relations among multiple executive roles, the extracted synchronous relation is written as the parallel composition and the extracted exclusive relation is written as the exclusive choice (line [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For the short sentence ''The Provincial Department of Civil Affairs and the Provincial Department of Finance timely allocate central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' as an example, the extracted relation marker ''synchronous'' among multiple executive roles indicates that the two activity nodes ''the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs allocates central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' and ''the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs allocates central and provincial natural disaster subsidy funds'' is written as ''∧'' operator in the process tree.
2) BPMN PROCESS MODEL GENERATION
The target is to generate a BPMN emergency response process model defined in Definition 2. Based on the approach in [29] , a BPMN process model is generated from process tree and the transformation rules are showed in Table 4 . Fig. 5 gives a BPMN emergency response process model extracted from the plan text of fig. 1 . There are 7 executive departments including the Provincial Disaster Reduction Commission Office, the Provincial Disaster Reduction Commission, the Provincial Government, Municipal Government, the Provincial Department of Civil Affairs, the Provincial Department of Finance and the Provincial Health Department, to be identified. The text labels of response task nodes are showed in Table 4 . In the four response subprocesses, there exists some synchronous response tasks such as t 8 , t 38 , t 94 , and common response tasks such as t 1 , t 31 , t 63 , t 87 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed extraction approach, we collected 17 provincial emergency plans for natural disaster written in Chinese. First, the experiment setup including research questions and quality metrics are given. Then, the data set is introduced. Finally, the evaluation results are reported.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we introduce the following four research questions that help us organize the whole experiment.
Research Question 1: Quality of extracted model elements. The Precision, Recall and F1 are selected as the metrics to evaluate the quality of extracted model elements. Let TP be correct items of the extracted elements, FP be error items of the extracted elements, and FN be the items that are expected to be extracted but not correctly extracted. The precision for the extraction of model elements is defined as:
The recall for the extraction of model elements is defined as:
The F 1 measure is defined as:
Research Question 2: Quality of extracted models. The quality of emergency response process models is related to their actual usage. Several structural metrics for process models have been defined and these metrics are related to the quality of business process models, in particular to the understandability and modifiability [30] , [31] . We simplified these structural metrics to measure the quality of emergency response process models with only considering for the number of activities and gateway nodes and ratio of the total number of arcs to the number of activities and gateway nodes.
• Number of executive roles (R).
• Number of response task nodes (T ).
• Number of gateway nodes (G).
• Number of directed arcs (E).
• Ratio of the total number of directed arcs to the total number of response task nodes (E/T ).
• Ratio of the total number of gateway nodes to the total number of response task nodes (G/T ). Research Question 3: Consistency between automatically and manually extracted models. The graph edit distance is used to compute the similarity between automatically and manually extracted models. It is the cost for converting different nodes and edges of the two directed graphs [32] . Conversion operation includes replacement, inserts and deletes for nodes, and insert and delete for directed edges. Assume that operations have a weight of 1. A BPMN model is regarded as a directed graph of which nodes corresponds to response tasks and gateway of emergency response process models. The similarity between the two models m 1 and m 2 is written as:
• N -nodes of m 1 and m 2 .
• E -edges of m 1 and m 2 .
• Sim (N 1 , N 2 ) -the cosine similarity between node N 1 of m 1 and node N 2 of m 2 [33] . If Sim (N 1 , N 2 ) ≥ 0.7, N 1 and N 2 are mapped, written as a mapped node pair.
• N map -number of mapped node pairs between m 1 and m 2 .
•N map -number of unmapped nodes between m 1 and m 2 .
•Ē map -number of unmapped edge between m 1 and m 2 .
If start node and end node of E 1 and E 2 are both mapped, E 1 and E 2 are mapped. Research Question 4: Consistency between automatically extracted models and original plans. BPMN process models and textual descriptions are two different types of process presentations. It is difficult to directly measure the consistency between extracted models and original plans. However, the textual descriptions of BPMN process models can be generated based on the text labels and process branch structural [34] . The similarity between the textual descriptions of the extracted BPMN models and the original emergency plans can be calculated, and then used to measure the consistency between the automatically extracted model and the original plan.
B. TEST DATA SET
To perform a comprehensive evaluation, we collected 17 provincial emergency plans for natural disaster in China. Syntactic characteristics including the length of sentences and the number of clauses indicate the complexity and understandability of emergency plans. The following syntactic characteristics of emergency plans are employed to evaluate the complexity of the test data set.
• N /L: average number of long sentence per emergency plan.
• C/L: average number of characters per long sentence.
• W /L: ratio of the number of long sentence with more than 50 Characters to the total of long sentences. 50 characters is set as the threshold of the complex sentence.
• N /S: average number of short sentence per emergency plan. Short sentences are the smallest units to describe response tasks in the emergency plan.
• C/S: average number of characters per short sentence Table 6 shows the syntactic features of original emergency plans. The number of long sentences is 51 and the average length of long sentences is more than 50. In the meantime, the proportion of complex sentences is as high as 42%. It is projected that emergency plans are relatively complex and difficult to understand. In the view of model extraction, response task nodes come from short sentences. The length of text labels and the number of response task nodes are directly related to the length and number of short sentences. On average, the number of short sentences is 141 and the length of short sentences is about 17. Therefore, the scale of the process models to be extracted tends to be relatively large.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the evaluation results that answer the research questions. Table 7 shows the quality of extracted model elements. It turns out that the results of emergency response condition formulas are the best. This is because that the sentence patterns are relatively fixed in the text of starting conditions. VOLUME 6, 2018 The transitivity of the relation marker among multiple short sentence results in poor identification of flow relations. The extraction of executive roles involves named entity recognition and the results of executive roles are lower than response tasks. In total, the precision is poorer than that of the recall, mainly because of the lack of filtering unrelated sentences.
1) QUALITY OF EXTRACTED MODEL ELEMENTS
2) QUALITY OF EXTRACTED MODELS
In this experiment, two doctoral candidates and four graduate students interested in process mining are invited to manually extract emergency response process models from emergency plans. Table 8 compares the quality of the automatically extracted models with the manually extracted ones. On aver- age, the number of task nodes, gateway nodes and edges of the automatically extracted models are larger than manually extracted models. This is because that some irrelevant task nodes can be removed in the process of manual extraction and our approach cannot realize this at present. However, our extracted models are very close to the manually extracted models. The proportion of gateway and edges are positive correlation with the model complexity. From the values of E/T and G/T , it turns out that the automatically extracted models can be easily understood even though they have many response task nodes. Table 9 shows the similarity between automatically and manually extracted models. It is illustrated that the automatically extracted models are very similar with the manually extracted models. The performance of natural language processing tools is critical to the quality of the extracted models. Unfortunately, the existing natural language processing tools have an accuracy of less than 0.8 for Chinese. But generally, our approach can be used to assist experts to model emergency response processes based on emergency plans, which only needs to modify about 25%.
3) CONSISTENCY BETWEEN AUTOMATICALLY AND MANUALLY EXTRACTED MODELS
4) CONSISTENCY BETWEEN AUTOMATICALLY EXTRACTED MODELS AND ORIGINAL EMERGENCY PLANS
The 17 BPMN emergency response process models automatically extracted by our approach are transformed to textual descriptions, and then the text similarity with their original emergency plans are calculated. From Table 10 , most of the similarity are more than 0.8 and the average similarity is as high as 0.85. In addition, the inconsistencies include irrelevant parts that have been removed in the extraction VOLUME 6, 2018 process. Hence, automatically extracted models are basically consistent with their original emergency plans.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we aim to extract BPMN emergency response process models from Chinese emergency plans. The main contributions of this paper could be summarized in three aspects as follows: (1) Four-level response condition formulas are formalized and future extracted to describe starting conditions of the four response sub-processes. In addition, executive roles, response tasks and flow relations of emergency response processes are identified by rule-based approaches. (2) Emergency response process trees are regarded as intermediate structures to generate BPMN emergency response process models. (3) Four dimensions to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed extraction approach, i.e. quality of extracted model elements, quality of extracted models, consistency between automatically and manually extracted model, and consistency between automatically extracted model and original plan, are introduced. It is illustrated that the proposed approach can be used to assisted experts to model emergency response process.
Although natural language is easy to understand, it exists ambiguity and imprecise expression for textual descriptions of emergency response. To supplement these defects of textual descriptions, formal process models make more rigorous and accurate descriptions for emergency responses. In order to support formal verification of extracted process models, we plan to enrich extracted emergency response process models with additional process model elements such as message flow and intermediate events. In addition, advanced statistical learning can be applied to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed extraction approach of emergency response process models.
Natural language understanding has always been a difficult issue for computers, while formal verification and analysis techniques for process models are relatively mature. Formal process models are extracted from emergency plans in terms of natural language and these models are applied to achieve deeper verification and analysis about emergency plans. On the one hand, the extracted process models of emergency response are used to evaluate emergency plans based on process model checking. The flexibility of natural language makes it difficult to directly analyze textual emergency plans. Much work about process model quality analysis have been done [30] , [31] . Therefore, the extracted process models can be regarded as a bridge to evaluate textual emergency plans. On the other hand, the emergency plans are regarded as textual cases and process elements can be extracted from these textual cases to reconstruct process cases. The extracted process cases makes it possible to automatically generate emergency plans based on Process Oriented Case-based Reasoning (POCBR). CONG LIU received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in computer software and theory from the Shandong University of Science and Technology, Qingdao, China, in 2013 and 2015, respectively. His current research interests include business process management, process mining, and Petri nets. VOLUME 6, 2018 
